Satellite and astrophysical data is accumulating that suggests and constrains interpretations of the dark matter of the universe. We argue there is a very well motivated theoretical framework (which existed before data) consistent with the interpretation that dark matter annihilation is being observed by the PAMELA satellite detector. The dark matter is (mainly) the neutral W boson superpartner, the wino. Using the program GALPROP extensively we study the annihilation products and the backgrounds together. A wino mass approximately in the 180 − 200 GeV range gives a good description of the PAMELA data, with antimatter and gammas from annihilating winos dominating the data below this energy range but not contributing above it. We explain why PAMELA data does not imply no antiproton signal was observed by PAMELA or earlier experiments, and explain why the antiproton analysis was misunderstood by earlier papers. Wino annihilation does not describe the Fermi e + + e − data (except partially below ∼ 100 GeV). At higher energies we expect astrophysical mechanisms to contribute, and we simply parameterize them without a particular physical interpretation, and check that the combination can describe all the data. We emphasize several predictions for satellite data to test the wino interpretation, particularly the flattening or turndown of the positron and antiproton spectra above 100 GeV. It should be emphasised that most other interpretations require a large rise in the positron and antiproton rates above 100 GeV. We focus on studying this well-motivated and long predicted wino interpretation, rather than comparisons with other interpretations. We emphasize that interpretations also depend very strongly on assumptions about the cosmological history of the universe, on assumptions about the broader underlying theory context, and on propagation of antiprotons and positrons in the galaxy. The winos PAMELA is observing arose from moduli decay or other non-thermal sources rather than a universe that cooled in thermal equilibrium after the big bang. Then it is appropriate to normalize the wino density to the local relic density, and no "boost factors" are needed to obtain the reported PAMELA rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION
How does one learn what physics interpretation to give to tentative signals of antimatter and gammas in the galaxy? Could it be due to annihilating dark matter? Answering this is not straightforward -it strongly depends on assumptions that are not always made explicit, and the answer is also very sensitive to assumptions about propagation in the galaxy, and to parameters used to describe the propagation. Perhaps surprisingly, assumptions about cosmological history are crucial. It also depends on whether more than one mechanism is providing the signals.
As the recent PAMELA and then Fermi satellite data appeared, essentially everyone who studied it assumed that the universe cooled in thermal equilibrium after the big bang (dark matter particles χ annihilated into Standard Model particles, which could annihilate back into dark matter particles if they had enough energy, until the cooling led to freeze-out of the dark matter at some relic density). Then the relic density is ρ ≈ H/ σv , where the Hubble parameter H is evaluated at the freeze-out temperature (about M χ /25). This remarkable formula, with the relic density depending only on the cosmological Hubble parameter and on the weak scale annihilation rate, has been called the "wimp miracle". Getting the correct relic density implied that συ ≈ 3 × 10 −26 cm 3 s −1 , so any candidate with a larger annihilation cross section was excluded. In recent years, however, it has become increasingly clear that comprehensive underlying theories which explain more than one thing at a time generically have additional sources of dark matter, such as decaying particles, and therefore that assuming thermal equilibrium as the universe cools is oversimplified and misleading. This was noticed in [1, 2, 3] , emphasized a decade ago by Moroi and Randall [4] , and more recently documented in detail in a model based on a string theory construction with M theory compactified on a manifold with G 2 holonomy [5] . See also [6] .
Further, the standard assumption of most studies was that a single candidate had to describe the data for electrons, positrons, antiprotons, and gammas at all energies. It's not clear why one would assume that, since in the presence of dark matter there will in general be contributions from the annihilating dark matter, and also from several astrophysical sources such as interstellar medium accelerated by supernova remnant shock waves, pulsars, and perhaps more. In some theories the dark matter is metastable, its decay induced by much higher dimension operators, and contributes both via annihilation and via decay (work in progress)
Dark matter composed of the lightest superpartner has been a very well motivated candidate for all or part of the dark matter of the universe for nearly three decades. The dark matter annihilation cross section is of order σ ∼ α 2 /M 2 χ , where α 2 is the weak coupling. In the past decade the particular possibility where the dark matter is mainly the partner of the W boson, the wino, has been very well motivated in any theory where supersymmetry is broken by the anomaly mediation mechanism [7] , or more generally where the anomaly mediation contribution to gaugino masses is comparable with other sources of gaugino masses (as in the G 2 construction), and in other approaches such as U(1) mediation [8] . In a universe where the relic density emerged in thermal equilbrium the wino mass had to be of order 2 TeV to get the right relic density. But in the non-thermal universes where the dark matter mainly arose from decay of additional particles, such as the moduli generically present in any string theory, the correct temperature at which to evaluate the Hubble parameter was the moduli decay or reheating temperature. This is quite different from the freeze-out temperature [4, 5, 6] . Then the correct relic density emerged for wino masses of order 200 GeV, for which συ ≃ 3 × 10 −24 cm 3 s −1 . Although the winos arise continuously as the moduli decay, rather than the superpartners being mainly present at the big bang, a "non-thermal wimp miracle" still occurs when the scaling of the Hubble parameter and cross section with temperature and mass are taken into account [4, 5, 6] .
Remarkably, this 200 GeV mass scale is just the one that is right for the PAMELA data. In a universe where the relic density arises non-thermally, as generically in string theories, a wino LSP with relic density normalized to the observed local relic density (0.3 GeV/cm
3 ) gives about the amount of positrons and antiprotons (and their distributions) reported in the PAMELA experiment! No "boost factor" is needed.
Positrons and antiprotons have long resident times in the galaxy, millions of years. In order to compute the number of events as functions of energy that PAMELA and Fermi should observe one needs to include all the effects of propagation in the galaxy. There are two main programs to facilitate that, GALPROP [9] and DarkSUSY [10, 11] , each valuable for somewhat different calculations. Here we use GALPROP since we need to have one program that treats the signal and background particles in a self-consistent manner as they are affected by the galactic magnetic fields, lose energy by synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scattering, collisions, escape the galactic disk, etc. As we will explain, this is crucial for understanding the antiprotons, where we argue that use of parameterized backgrounds has led people incorrectly to assume that PAMELA was not seeing an annihilation signal in antiprotons.
We find that in the PAMELA region the results can depend significantly on a number of astrophysical parameters (see Table I ), and that there are many degeneracies and flat directions among the parameters. The GALPROP running time is long, of order several hours, so we have not yet been able to do full parameter scanning. Improved computing, and additional constraints from satellite data that should be reported in the next few months, should improve this situation significantly. It should be emphasized that the positrons and antiprotons "injected" into the galaxy by pure wino annihilation have no parameters apart from the mass scale, which can only vary at the 5-10% level. All the issues about describing the data arise from the propagation.
If annihilation of LSP dark matter is the origin of the excess positrons, it obviously must give excess antiprotons since all MSSM states will include quarks and antiquarks in their annihilation products, and the antiquarks fragment into antiprotons. In particular, for the wino LSP the annihilation of winos is to W + + W − , and the W-bosons have known branching ratios to leptonic and quark final states, and the probability they will give antiprotons was measured at LEP. The relevant processes are incorporated into PYTHIA and we use them. There is no freedom. This has led to many statements in literature that the apparent absence of an antiproton excess excludes MSSM LSP models, and in particular excludes wino annihilation as the explanation of the positron excess, and forces one to approaches that only give leptons. It turns out that these conclusions are wrong, for three interesting reasons. First, the antiproton spectrum from quark fragmentation is significant down to quite soft antiprotons, and it gives a significant number of antiprotons in the 1 − 10 GeV region and even below. The positron spectrum from W's has many energetic positrons at higher energies, and is peaked at higher energies than the antiproton spectrum. Second, the antiprotons do not lose much energy as they propagate compared to the positrons, so the GeV antiprotons are detected by PAMELA, while the positrons lose energy readily and the soft ones do not make it to the detector. This can be seen from the figures below, where the signal from antiprotons is above the background down to the lowest energies, while the positron signal is at the background level below about 5 GeV, and essentially gone below 10 GeV. Thus the positron spectra for signal and background have different shapes, while the antiproton spectra have essentially the same shape and mainly differ in normalization.
The third issue concerns how the background is defined. The "background" can only be defined if one either has data in a region where there is known to be no signal, or if one has a theory of the background. There are two points. Some time ago reference [12] showed that solving the propagation equations allowed a rather large variation in the antiproton background normalization, about a factor of five for parameters that were consistent with other constraints such as the Boron/Carbon ratio. This has also been emphasized by [12, 13] . Low energy data for antiprotons has existed for over a decade [14, 15, 16] . People proceeded by fitting the antiproton data and defining the fit as the background. Then they compared the PAMELA data with such backgrounds, and of course concluded there was no signal, because the signal had already been included in the background! If a dark matter annihilation contribution was included, it was double counted! As we show below, for entirely reasonable GALPROP parameters one can self-consistently compute the antiproton background, and with a wino annihilation signal it gives a good description of the data. Consequently the early experiments such as BESS and HEAT did detect dark matter via antiprotons.
There is another effect that has been neglected so far in most interpretations of the PAMELA and Fermi data. Dark matter annihilation is proportional to the square of the relic density. Because galaxies are built from smaller galaxies, and also because of normal random density fluctuations, the relic density throughout the relevant parts of the galaxy for a given observable will not be a flat 0.3 GeV/cm 3 , but will vary. Since ρ 2 − ρ 2 = 0, density fluctuation effects must occur. Initial studies have been done by several authors [17, 18] , who have established that the effects differ for positrons and for antiprotons, and are energy dependent, because the energy loss mechanisms are significantly different for positrons and antiprotons. While it is not clear yet how to calculate accurately the sizes and energy dependences of these effects, it is likely that assuming no effect is a less good approximation than initial approximate calculations of the effects. We include small effects we estimate semi-analytically and show results with and without them. Ultimately it will be very important to learn how to calculate these effects well and include them.
The positron data below 10 − 15 GeV is not consistent among experiments, and is not well described by models. This is assumed to be due to charge-dependent solar modulation effects and is being actively studied by experts in that area, and by the experimenters [19, 20] . We do not attempt to put in detailed corrections for this, but we do include the (non-charge-dependent) effects in the simulation. Results in general also depend on the profile of the dark matter in the galaxy, most importantly for gammas from the galactic center. We do not study this dependence much here since it does not much affect the positron and antiproton results, and we are computer-limited. We remark on it in context below.
The PAMELA experiment has reported deviations from expected astrophysics for positrons, and as we explained above, for antiprotons, below about 100 GeV. In this paper our goal is to demonstrate that a wino LSP is a strong candidate for explaining these deviations. We assume that possible astrophysical sources can be added to give a complete description of the data including Fermi (which light wino annihilation obviously cannot explain). We only parameterize the higher energy astrophysical part, and assume it can be accommodated by some combination of acceleration of the interstellar medium electrons by supernova remnant shock waves, pulsars, etc with a net e + /e − ratio of 1/6. Once we do that we make a number of predictions for the positron ratio and antiprotons at energies above those already reported, for diffuse gammas and gammas from the galactic center, and for gamma fluxes from dwarf galaxies in our galactic halo. We check constraints from synchrotron radiation and "WMAP" haze. Our prediction for gammas assumes the source of higher energy e + + e − does not also produce a significant flux of high energy gammas. So corrections may be needed here, but the gammas from wino annihilation will be an irreducible source.
We also do not criticize any other attempt to describe the data -in nearly all cases forthcoming PAMELA and Fermi data will favor one or another approach. Many are based on interesting ideas and models. While some predictions are very sensitive to propagation effects, others such as whether the positron ratio rises or falls above 100 GeV is not very sensitive to propagation and different models have very different predictions. We predict a fall or flattening (depending somewhat on the high energy astrophysical component), while most models predict a strong rise. While propagation uncertainties do not modify our qualitative predictions, it is clear that the presence of the rather hard contribution to the e + + e − flux introduces uncertainty in our predictions, since it could affect the positron ratio at lower energies, and it might or might not contribute to antiproton and gamma fluxes. As described below, we simply parameterize it and we assume it only contributes to the electrons and positrons, and that it contains mostly electrons (e + /e − = 1/6). This limits the quality of our predictions. In the following we first describe our use of GALPROP in some detail, including some effects or constraints we incorporate. Then we show the data and a description of the data based on annihilation of 180 GeV dark matter winos plus cosmic ray backgrounds, with signal and backgrounds computed in a consistent manner. What we show is not a fit to data but merely educated guesses since the computing time for a full parameter scan is still prohibitive for us. As shown in Table I below, we vary eight GALPROP parameters and some others, and all of them affect the interpretation. We have established that comparable descriptions of the data can be obtained for different GALPROP parameters from those we show since there are degeneracies. We emphasize that our goal is to show that the wino LSP in the mass range of order 200 GeV is a good candidate for the dark matter of the universe, including theoretical and experimental information as well as it is possible today. Even though much is not known about the propagation of the electrons, positrons, antiprotons and gammas, quite a lot is known. Then we describe the contribution we arbitrarily assume for the higher energy electrons and positrons. We will report on studies of the GALPROP parameter degeneracies and the wino mass later, assuming our predictions for the positron and antiproton higher energy data are correct.
After that we turn to presenting the data and the descriptions. We do that for one mass and one set of propagation parameters, and one dark matter profile (NFW). Descriptions and predictions for higher energies are shown for the PAMELA positron excess, the PAMELA antiproton excess, the e + + e − sum, the diffuse gammas, the gammas from the galactic center, dwarf galaxies, and checks such as the Boron/Carbon ratio. Finally we present conclusions and a list of tests of the wino LSP model. Definitive tests of this approach will also occur at the LHC; we will present those elsewhere. When future data is reported we will post updated graphs at http://wino.physics.lsa.umich.edu.
II. GALPROP PARAMETERS
We use GALPROP v50.1p [9] to simulate the propagation of both cosmic rays and dark matter annihilation products in the galaxy in a consistent way. The rates and spectrum for both will change if the propagation parameters change. The propagation process is described by the propagation equation for the particle density ψ:
where D xx is the diffusion constant which is determined by:
where β is the velocity of the particle, R is the particle rigidity, and R 0 is the reference rigidity which is taken to be 4 GV in all the simulations. In order to consider the propagation of the dark matter signals in the same framework, the official GALPROP code is modified to accept the dark matter injection spectrum calculated using PYTHIA via DarkSUSY 5.0.4 [10] . The parameters used in this paper are based on the conventional model with constant Xco-factor provide in GALPROP source code (galdef 50p 599278). In general we vary the parameters D xx , δ , the half height of the diffusion zone z h , the primary electron injection index γ 0 , the normalization of the primary electron flux N e − , the scaling factor for inverse Compton scattering, the convection velocity V c , and the Alfvén velocity V a . We survey ranges of these parameters (but do not fit data or scan parameters because of computing limitations) in order to learn if a combination of conventional cosmic ray physics plus dark matter annihilation can give a reasonable description of the PAMELA and Fermi data within certain constraints such as the B/C ratio described further below. We find a set of parameters that give a good description of the data, and those are used in the figures below except when stated otherwise.The half height of the diffusion zone z h = 2 kpc. The diffusion coefficient is D 0xx = 2.5 × 10 28 cm 2 s −1 , δ = 0.5. We also assume a softer primary electron injection spectrum by setting the injection index γ 0 for primary electrons between 4 GeV to 10 6 GeV to 2.6. Also the primary electron flux is normalized to N e − = 2.88 × 10 −10 cm −2 sr −1 s −1 MeV −1 at 34.5 GeV. The scaling factors for inverse Compton (ISRF factor) are adjusted to 0.5, which is approximately equivalent to setting τ = 2 × 10 16 s in the energy loss rate formula for electron b (ε) e ± = 1 τ ε 2 . The convection velocity is V c = 5 km s −1 kpc −1 , and the Alfvén speed which determines the reacceleration process is V a = 31 km s −1 . The summary of the parameters we are using can be found in Table I . Other parameters not mentioned here are the same as galdef 50p 599278.
As described in the introduction, the dark matter we focus on is the theoretically well-motivated case of a pure wino LSP, which annihilates to W 's:
The dark matter injection parameters are then completely determined by the wino mass and W ± decays.
III. SOLAR MODULATION
The effect of solar modulation is estimated by the Force-Field approximation [21] , The flux observed at Earth's orbit J E (ε) is related to the flux in the interstellar flux by the following relation: where ε ∞ is the energy of the corresponding interstellar flux, which is determined by: The antiproton flux ratio. The solid line is the ratio of the total antiproton flux, which include the antiproton from wino annihilation, and conventional astrophysics background, the dash line has the same components but without the density fluctuation factor, the dot line is astrophysics background only. The data are from PAMELA [23] . At the PAMELA meeting in Rome [20] , data was reported with the last bin increased by 70%, and a bin up to 185 GeV with three events, but we do not show the data since it is not published. Note the signal is larger than the background down to very low energies. 
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4). This illustrates that the Boron to
Carbon ratio is very sensitive the diffusion parameters. The data are from [24] .
IV. ASTROPHYSICAL FLUX
It is obvious that a 180 GeV wino alone cannot explain Fermi date and PAMELA data at the same time. There must be some extra flux responsible for the high energy signals. In order to estimate the high energy (> 200 GeV) electrons/positrons flux, we consider a simple model for extra flux which is suggested by interstellar medium electrons accelerated by supernova remnants and shock waves, or by pulsar spectra models. The basic setup we use is similar to Zhang and Cheng [25] . For a recent review of pulsar models, see Profumo [26] . The spatial distribution of the sources is:
where N is the overall normalization constant, z 0 = 0.2kpc, r ⊙ = 8.5kpc, a = 1.0 and b = 1.8. The energy dependence of the injection spectrum is:
where N ′ is another normalization constant, which can be absorbed into N , γ = 1.5 and M = 950 GeV. In order to fit PAMELA and Fermi data, we made an ad hoc assumption that the ratio of positron and electron in the unknown extra flux is 1 : 6. The high energy positrons/electrons are then propagated by GALPROP, and the resulting flux is normalized to fit the Fermi data by requiring the extra electron flux at 275.5 GeV to be 3.0×10 • region, The gamma ray emission is integrated over a spherical halo with radius r = 20 kpc. All parameters as in Table I , and wino mass M f W = 180 GeV. The solid line is the total flux, the dot line is the total background, the long dash line is the flux from π 0 decay, the dash-dot line is the flux from inverse Compton, the dash line is the flux from bremsstrahlung, and the dash-dot-dot line is the flux from wino annihilation. All parameters as in Table I , and wino mass M f W = 180 GeV. The data are from [28] .
V. DENSITY FLUCTUATION FACTOR
The results from N-body simulations [29] , and an understanding of how galaxies formed, indicate that it is inevitable for the dark matter halo of our galaxy to have substructures. The existence of these substructures would change the predictions of the cosmic ray fluxes, particularly for dark matter annihilation. Even without substructures, it is clear that the density of dark matter will not be absolutely flat, but will fluctuate around an average value. Both of these effects require the flux from dark matter annihilation, which is sensitive to the square of the dark matter density, to show density fluctuation effects. As emphasized by Lavalle and collaborators [17, 18] , the effects of these substructures are different for positrons and antiproton, and must also be energy dependent. The details of these effects depend on the spatial and mass distribution of these substructures. Here 1 we use a very simple model to estimate the effects: Assuming all the substructures share the same mass and density, and the spatial number density of the substructures is proportional to the density profile of the smooth distribution of dark matter halo.
With these assumptions, the density fluctuation factor can be calculated with:
where f is the mass fraction of the substructures in the dark matter halo, B c is the intrinsic density increase of the Table I , and wino mass M f W = 180 GeV.
substructures or fluctuations, and I n is determined by
where G (x, E) is the Green's function of the propagating particle. We assume f = 0.5 and B c = 2.5. Only the density fluctuations of positron and antiproton are considered. The electron/positron Green's function from Baltz and Edsjö [30] and the fast formulae for antiproton Green's function from Maurin, Taillet and Combet [31] are used to evaluate the integral. With these assumptions we find the effects are small. We included them for completeness. Theory curves including them are labeled "dff" (for "density fluctuation factors") in the figures.
VI. DWARF GALAXIES
Dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies are unique targets for indirect detection of dark matter [32] . Most of them are believed to be dark matter dominated objects and some of them are located at high Galactic latitudes, which reduces the diffusive gamma background. But the dark matter density profiles of these dwarf galaxies are hard to determine, which gives large uncertainties in the predictions [33, 34, 35] .
We calculate the gamma ray flux from wino annihilation in these dwarf galaxies following Essig, Sehgal and Strigari [35] . The formula for the gamma ray flux from annihilating dark matter in a dark matter halo is
where in our model the annihilation cross-section σv = 2.50 × 10 −24 cm 3 s −1 , and the wino mass M f W is set at 177.5 GeV (it is not exactly 180 GeV because the soft SUSY breaking terms changed the spectrum a little bit). We take the threshold energy E th = 100 MeV, the integration The wino LSP prediction of gamma ray flux from some dwarf galaxies, based on the calculation of L ann in [35] . The three numbers in the flux column are the central value and the maximum and minimum value corresponding to the L ann result. The results are consistent with the recently reported preliminary flux upper limits for 3-month Fermi LAT data [36] , and suggest signals may be observed with Fermi LAT in the near future.
which only depends on the properties of the dark matter halo and the solid angle over which it is observed, can be found in Table 1 of [35] . The results of our estimate of the gamma ray fluxes from several dwarf galaxies is presented in Table II . Although limits are reported for some dwarf galaxies [36] we cannot directly compare our predictions with those limits since they are somewhat dependent on the analysis. We estimated the corresponding constraints for the wino LSP by scaling the cross section upper bound for the bb final state provided by [36] to the corresponding wino LSP cross section upper bound which gives the same amount of gamma ray flux. Different dSph give upper bounds on the cross section ranging from 1.6 × 10 −24 cm 3 s −1 to 3.6 × 10 −23 cm 3 s −1 , with Willman1 giving the most stringent constraint. As shown in the Table, after the uncertainty of the halo density profile is taken into account, the wino LSP predictions are allowed by the limits. At the same time, the predictions are large enough to anticipate seeing a signal soon. The absolute flux ofp, the solid line is the sum of all the components, the dot line is the conventional astrophysics background, and the dash line is the wino annihilation signal.
VII. LHC
The LHC phenomenology of the wino LSP is fairly well studied because it originally occurred in the anomaly mediated context [4, 7] , The production rates are large, ∼ 10 pb for charginos and neutralinos. The triggers and signatures are difficult since the chargino and LSP are approximately degenerate [37, 38, 39, 40, 41] ,. Probably the main trigger will be the associated gluino production and decay. Gluino masses in models range from a few to about 10 times the LSP mass, all within the LHC range. We will report on these topics later.
VIII. SUMMARY OF TESTS AND COMMENTS
There will be definitive tests of the existence of a wino LSP with the mass range we consider at the LHC. We summarize here tests that will occur from astrophysical data and analysis soon. At this stage we cannot make strong statements about direct detection, since pure winos have small scattering cross section. The rates are very sensitive to mixtures of binos and higgsinos, but the present data plus the propagation uncertainties do not determine the mixtures very well. Also the contribution from χχ → γγ and χχ → Zγ is not included in this study, since the cross sections, calculated with DarkSUSY using the analytical formulas given in [42] , are relatively small (2.25 × 10 −27 cm 3 s −1 for γγ and 1.36 × 10 −26 cm 3 s −1 for Zγ respectively). Astrophysical tests includes the following. For some the presence of high energy astrophysical contribution needs to be kept in mind. When future data is reported we will post updated graphs at http://wino.physics.lsa.umich.edu.
1. Turnover or flattening of the positron ratio and the positron absolute flux with increasing energy. (Figure 1, 8 ).
2. The rise in the positron ratio is not due to a decrease in the electron flux, which will not decrease faster in the region from 10 -200 GeV. (Figure 7 ).
3. Thep rate will turn over with increasing energy. (Figure 2, 9 ).
4. There will be an observable excess in the region below 200 GeV in the diffusive gamma spectrum, by a factor of order 3 − 4 from wino annihilation ( Figure 5) 5. There will be an increase in gammas from the galactic center below 200 GeV from wino annihilation, almost an order of magnitude ( Figure 6) 6. Effects on synchrotron radiation (WMAP haze) [43, 44] and recombination [45, 46, 47] need further detailed study. Wino annihilation is consistent with the current experimental constraints [47, 48, 49] , though barely if all their assumptions are accepted. This may mean the wino annihilation is an explanation. Planck data will provide a significant test here.
7. Effects from wino annihilation for dwarf galaxies are probably observable (Table II) If wino-like dark matter annihilation is indeed being observed, the implications are remarkable. We are not only learning what constitutes the dark matter, it is also the discovery of supersymmetry, and learning that the universe has a non-thermal cosmological history that can be studied. These implications in turn favor certain underlying theories.
